
GOOSE ON THE LOOSE 
 
 
What a wild and fun ride this goose is on!  On this ride, your child can enjoy 
the story, be amused by the wonderful pictures and be introduced to phonics. 
 
Authors:  Phil Roxbee Cox and Stephen Cartwright 
Illustrator:  Stephen Cartwright 
Pages:  10 
Ages:  Infant and up 
 
Themes:  Sense of humor; rhyming; animal identification; finger dexterity 
 
Go ahead and laugh with your child about this silly goose that is on the 
loose.  Each set of pages sets up a rhyme that you could ask your child if 
they know another word that may go along with those words…..play, way, 
say, day.  Since this goose is on his way to the zoo, you could find pictures 
of these animals in old magazines, cut them out and have your child match 
them up with the characters in the book.   
 
Each time your child turns the pages of a book or opens the flaps to see 
what’s inside, they are developing their finger coordination.  It’s actually 
pretty fun to know that such a simple task is helping your child to grow in 
physical ways right along with learning to love a book and the adventure 
they can take by reading it. 
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